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such as Ni or Si is still not well constrained [see Morard et al., 2014 , for a recent review].
As such, a cubic structure for Fe at inner core conditions remains a working hypothesis.
Recently, we developed a framework for scaling microscopic properties such as singlecrystal elasticity to the macroscopic observations of anisotropy [Lincot et al., 2014] . The model allows us to build a synthetic inner core with a given choice of crystal structure (previously hcp), elastic moduli, deformation mechanisms, and geodynamical model. In a second stage, we simulate the observations of body wave differential travel times that can then be compared with seismic observations. Here, we investigate the effect of a cubic structure for Fe in such model and demonstrate that, within our framework, a cubic structure for Fe at inner conditions fails to reproduce observations of seismic anisotropy in the inner core.
Methods
As in Lincot et al. [2014] , our geodynamical model is based on that of Yoshida et al.
[1996] (Fig. 1) . The model assumes that geostrophic convection in the outer core induces faster crystallization of the inner core in its equatorial belt. The resulting topography is continuously relaxed by a quadrupolar flow, generating a plastic deformation (model Yos-Ran, Fig. 1 ). We also use the extension of [Deguen and Cardin, 2009 ] that accounts for a stable density stratification during inner core formation. Such model localizes the motions in the outer portion of the inner core, allowing much larger deformations (model Yos-Strat, Fig. 1 ).
Our choice of geodynamical model is driven by the objective of producing lattice pre- South seismic anisotropy. To this end, quadrupolar models, such as Yos-Ran and YosStrat, are most efficient. Other models with smaller scale inner core deformation can result in strong LPO at the local scale and, hence, a large local anisotropy. However, such complex velocity structures within the inner core are averaged over the path of a seismic ray and will fail to produce global "average" anisotropy at the inner core scale [Lincot et al., 2014] .
Our study focuses on anisotropy acquired by deformation and does not account for anisotropy acquired during crystallization. However, crystallization textures in cubic materials are complex and, hence, will probably not lead to any significant global scale anisotropy. Similarly, non axisymmetric models, such as those involving thermal translation of the inner core, are out of the scope of this study, which focuses on models preserving a symmetry around the axis of rotation of the Earth.
As in Deguen et al. [2011] and Lincot et al. [2014] , we compute the position and deformation for 100 markers introduced at the top of the inner core boundary (ICB) during inner core growth (Fig. 2) . Texture along these markers are calculated for a 3000 grains aggregate of cubic Fe using the Los Alamos viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) code of Lebensohn and Tomé [1993] , assuming a random crystallization texture and dominant slip along {111} 110 and {110} 111 for the fcc and bcc structure, respectively [Kocks et al., 1998 ]. Computed textures for a present day in core are presented in Fig. 2 .
A each point of the grid, the local elastic tensor of the polycristal is then calculated by weighting the single crystal elastic moduli with the aggregate texture under the Hill approximation (Fig. 4) . Here, we use single-crystal elastic moduli from first-principles calculations (Fig. 3) , with a 3.5% and 13.3% single crystal P-wave anisotropy for the bcc and fcc phase, respectively [Vočadlo, 2007; Vočadlo et al., 2008] . In both cases, velocities are minimal and maximal along the 100 and 111 directions, respectively. Due to the cubic symmetry, velocity distributions in the single-crystal are complex and display 14 extremas, unlike hcp materials for which 3 extrema are found [Lincot et al., 2014] .
Velocity distributions, such as those presented in Fig. 4 , can be difficult to compare with actual observations of anisotropy. Hence, following the procedure of Lincot et al.
[2014], we generate more than 100000 synthetic seismic rays to probe the whole inner core and simulate seismic measurements. For each segment of the ray, we evaluate the slowness of the material by solving the Christoffel equation with the local elastic tensor deduced by linear interpolation of the elastic tensor of the aggregates located at the four nearest grid point of reference. For each ray, we estimate the normalized seismic travel times residual
where s is the simulated slowness of the seismic ray, and s 0 is the slowness of that same ray for an homogeneous and fully isotropic inner core.
Our model allows for a detailed analysis of anisotropy, including the depth and orientation dependence of the travel time residuals (Fig. 5) . Those, however, can be difficult to compare with"global" scale anisotropy reported in seismology publications. Assuming cylindrical symmetry of the inner core, Creager [1992] proposed to fit travel times residuals using This pattern is the result of the relatively slow deformation in the model of Yoshida et al.
[1996], for which 100% deformation is reached over the age of the inner core. Pole figures for bcc ( to the central portion of the inner core where the LPO is the strongest. This isotropy at the scale of the polycrystal is the result of the multiple symmetries for velocities in the single-crystal (Fig. 3) that average out at the scale of the aggregate. Note that this is an upper estimate that neglects the solid body rotation of the inner core that could occur during its formation.
The addition of stratified growth (model Yos-Strat, Figs. 4c,d) induces strong anisotropies in a limited region, at the base of the superficial layer at mid latitude.
Anisotropy is more pronounced for the fcc phase (Fig. 4d ) reaching values of up to 10% locally, close to that of the single crystal (13.3%, Fig. 3b ). Anisotropy for an inner core composed of bcc-Fe with the elastic moduli of Fig 3 remains below 1.5% (Fig. 4c) .
In both cases, one should note that local anisotropy in model Yos-Strat is complex, with numerous extrema that do not align with a North-South axisymmetry. With the addition of stratification, global anisotropy for bcc-Fe is low (0.1%, Fig. 5c ) and opposite to that observed in seismic studies, i.e., North-South ray paths are slower than those in the equatorial plane. For fcc-Fe, a larger global anisotropy of 0.4% (Fig. 5d) is generated, as expected from Fig. 4d . Nevertheless, note that the global anisotropy is a rather moderate in relation to that of the single crystal (Fig. 3) In summary, we find that, within our synthetic grown inner core, no cubic phase of iron (bcc nor fcc) with the elastic moduli from first-principles calculations [Vočadlo, 2007; Vočadlo et al., 2008] can generate a global anisotropy that compares with observations in seismology [e.g. Irving and Deuss, 2011a].
Generalisation to other elastic models
Our conclusions from the previous section are strongly constrained by the choice of elastic moduli in to determine the effect of single-crystal elasticity on the global anisotropy at inner core scale.
We select 3000 random sets of elastic moduli constrained by conditions for mechanical stability [Wallace, 1972] C 11 − C 12 > 0, C 11 + 2C 12 > 0, C 44 > 0.
and an average bulk and shear moduli in the Hill average that match those of PREM [K = 1384 GPa, G = 166 GPa Dziewoński and Anderson, 1981] with 15%. These 3000 sets of elastic moduli sample all possibilities for single-crystal elasticity for cubic Fe at inner core conditions.
Single-crystal anisotropy can be quantified using the dimensionless parameter K, as defined in Karki et al. [1997] :
For an isotropic crystal, K = 0. K becomes positive (negative) when P-wave velocities are minimal (maximal) along 100 . With the elastic moduli of Fig. 3 , K is positive.
For each of the 3000 sets of elastic moduli, we repeat the procedure above to characterize the global inner core anisotropy for each of the 4 models, i.e. geodynamical models YosRan and Yos-Strat, with an inner core consisting of either a bcc-or an fcc-structured X -11 structure, nor the set of elastic moduli. Stratification enhances global inner core anisotropy (model Yos-Strat, Fig. 6c,d ) but global anisotropy does not exceed 0.5%, well below seismic observations. Anisotropies are larger for the case of fcc structure.
Seismic observations of inner core anisotropy are heterogeneous, depth, and geographically dependent [Irving and Deuss, 2011a] . Hence, a global fit based on Eq. 2 on 100000 random rays may not be relevant for comparing with seismic observations. Hence, for each of the 3000 random sets of elastic moduli, Fig. 6 also presents the standard deviation of all individual residuals. Using Yos-Ran model, none of the residuals will ever exceed 0.2% whatever the elastic moduli, for all ray paths. For the Yos-Strat model, standard deviations of all residuals can reach values of up to 1% for extremely anisotropic single crystal elastic moduli. Hence, seismic observations of above 3% anisotropy are incompatible with our model, whatever the ray path, whatever the elastic moduli, and whatever the choice of crystal structure, bcc or fcc. If the inner core is cubic Fe, its seismic anisotropy cannot be due to plastic deformation alone.
Conclusions
We used the framework of Lincot et al. [2014] to study whether inner core anisotropy arises from plastic deformation of a cubic phase. Our analysis relies on a geodynamical model derived from that of Yoshida et al. 
